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Students have started a Citizens‘

Initiative collecting one Million

signatures to start the progress of

changing the EU’s GMO

legislation. Scientifically, the legislation

is outdated and does not consider the

recent advances in gene editing.

#CropsMatter aims to promote

responsible, economically sustainable

and innovative agriculture.

GMO
A genetically modified/transgenic organism

(GMO) is an organism engineered to carry

foreign DNA in its genetic material

attaining new features and abilities.

Generally, GMOs appear to be negatively

connoted and not accepted by society.

They are being considered unnatural and

unhealthy. However, in science unnatural is

not evaluative and GMOs are practical

tools in every-day life.

The potential of  GMO-based food and 
pharmaceuticals in diabetes prevention
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GMO-based food
In the EU, a GMO-food is either GMO, containing GMOs or a substance produced by a GMO.

Many problems could be addressed by promoting GMOs in the food industry. For instance,

scientists were able to increase nutrient availability, like vitamin A and iron in rice, targeting

malnutrition in Asia. Moreover, scientists around the world are working on gluten free crops,

sugar substitutions and more to actively target human diseases and intolerances. Lastly,

GMOs can help sustain the changing climate and provide a basis for the sufficient production

of food for the growing world’s population. Thereby, making sure that everyone has access

to food.

GMO-based pharmaceuticals
Medicine is more and more relying on the abilities of GMOs. Be it for phage therapy against

antibiotic resistance, oncolytic viruses or the efficient production of therapeutics. The

advances in the field of genetic engineering, have allowed for the development of edible

vaccines, insulin-producing crops, insulin production in bacteria and the production of

pharmaceutical products in the mammary glands of cattle. All of these making it possible to

meet the demands of an increasingly personalized medicine. Moreover, gene therapy, the

genetic engineering of human cells for the treatment of cancer or rare diseases is

increasingly important. The innovative methods used in gene therapy hold the potential of

healing diseases which formerly were a death sentence, like Duchenne’s syndrome and

SCID.



Type 2 Diabetes 

mellitus prevention
Type 2 Diabetes mellitus is caused by the relative lack of insulin,

prohibiting sufficient energy supply for the human cells. Often, this lack

is caused by the overconsumption of sugars and fats, resulting in sugar

and insulin peaks, which make the cells increasingly resistant to insulin

and cause damage to neuronal and multiple other body tissues. Thus, a

healthy diet and active life-style are most of the time enough to

massively reduce the risk of diabetes.

Generally, it is proposed to reduce the intake of food with high potential

of causing chronic inflammatory processes, such as free sugars and

fatty acids. It is advised, to rather base a diet on whole grain foods,

vegetables and fruits, saturated fats, high fibre content and

antioxidants. Moreover, daily physical activity of more than 30 minutes

helps preventing the onset of diabetes.

If  there is not a significant change 

in prevention strategies, more than 

600 Million people will be diabetic 

(IDF,2017) by 2045. 

The international genetically engineered machine

(iGEM) competition, is a worldwide, academic

competition founded by the MIT in Boston. Each

year, students participate with the aim of

developing innovative and sustainable projects in

the field of synthetic biology.

iGEM Tuebingen is developing a probiotic secreting

Exendin-4 for the type 2 diabetes mellitus

treatment, additionally characterizing the probiotic

E.Coli Nissle 1917 and designing a CRISPR/Cas3-

based kill-switch for safe GMO application.

iGEM Dresden is focusing on the development of a

healthy sugar-substituent through the production of

micraculin in algae to contribute to diabetes issues

and the design of a CRISPR/Cas9 based diagnostic

device to detect heritable disease.
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